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Magnetorheological (MR) fluid is a smart material utilized for semi-active damping devices
thanks to its ability to become viscoelastic solid under a magnetic field and provide variable
damping. While most of these devices primarily utilize the fluid’s drastic increase in
viscosity, its variable stiffness is rarely utilized. A MR fluid filled spring is a novel device
with variable stiffness and damping and is the subject of the present study. First, the
derived analytical model and the device’s controllable stiffness capability were
experimentally validated by performing tensile tests with a fabricated hollow polymer
spring filled with MRF-132DG. The analytical model was proved to describe the MR fluid
static effect of increased spring stiffness accurately. Secondly, dynamic testing
demonstrated the device’s controllable damping and capability to shift natural
frequencies. In addition, the testing unveiled an enhanced dynamic performance of the
spring due to the cumulative effect of MR fluid activation and specifically aligned uniform
magnetic field. Finally, the hollow spring design was optimized through analytical and non-
linear finite element buckling analysis to maximize MR fluid stiffness effect. The resulting
critical parameters of the optimized design were used to estimate the effects of hollow
spring material and operating conditions on the variable stiffness of the device.

Keywords: magnetorheological (MR) fluid, MR fluid device, variable stiffness, variable damping, semi-active
damping, hollow spring buckling, spring optimization

1 INTRODUCTION

Magnetorheological (MR) fluid is a smart material formed through dispersing magnetically-
responsive microsized particles in a liquid carrier. In a passive state, MR fluid behaves as a non-
Newtonian pseudoplastic material with a relatively low viscosity. When subjected to a magnetic field,
the microsized particles link in chains along the magnetic lines, drastically increasing MR fluid’s
viscosity up to a point making it semi-solid, which results in improved yield stress and complex
modulus. These parameters can be controlled rapidly and precisely by adjusting the amount of
applied magnetic field (Wang and Meng 2001). The yield stress of MR fluid is a well-controlled
parameter utilized in various MR fluid applications where the fluid experiences high shear strain
rates, e.g., damping and torque control devices (Carlson and Jolly 2000). The high performance and
potential of the technology maintain the interest of many researchers in the development and
improvement of the smart fluid and devices based on it (Kumar, et al., 2019; Phu and Choi 2019; Hua,
et al., 2021). However, the variable modulus, another viscoelastic parameter of MR fluid, has received
less attention in literature (Wang andMeng 2001). Nevertheless, among recently reported studies on
MR fluid application, some devices demonstrate variable stiffness by utilizing the variable modulus of
MR fluid (Jackson, et al., 2018; Hong, et al., 2019; Park, et al., 2021). These examples includeMR fluid
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filled metamaterials, cellular structures, and multi-channel
structures and denote a promising future for a new class of
adaptive MR fluid-based devices.

A MR fluid filled spring is a device that employs both modulus
and yield stress of MR fluid to provide a mechanical spring with
controllable stiffness and improved damping performance. The
idea of a novel active damping device was proposed by Suresh
Kaluvan et al. (Kaluvan, et al., 2016). A helical mechanical spring
with an annular cross-section (Figure 1), referred to as a hollow
spring in this paper, exhibits linear elastic behavior with a
stiffness predefined by its geometry and material. After the
MR fluid is introduced into the spring cavity, it can be
activated inside the spring by a magnetic field. The activation
changes the overall stiffness and damping properties of the
device.

This study aimed to experimentally demonstrate the
capabilities of MR fluid filled spring in static and dynamic
loading cases, validate derived analytical model, extend the
analysis to the device’s design optimization, and estimate
potential performance. The testing and analysis were
performed on a MR fluid filled spring with given parameters
(Table 1). Moreover, the previous analysis had shown that MR
fluid’s stiffness inside the spring is dominantly produced due to
cross-sectional torsion (Sikulskyi and Kim 2017). Therefore, the
shear mode of MR fluid operation is preferable and can be most

closely approximated by a unidirectional magnetic field in-plane
with the spring cross-sections (Figures 2B,C. Hence, in the
present experiments, the unidirectional magnetic field was
produced by a solenoid in which the MR fluid filled spring
was placed (Figure 2A). In addition to a favorable torsional
stiffness of MR fluid, the in-plane magnetic field provides a better
agreement of the device’s analytical model with its actual behavior
and MR fluid properties that are typically measured in the
shear mode.

The device’s analysis and potential performance estimation
were done utilizing the derived analytical model (Eqs 1–4)
(Sikulskyi and Kim 2017). The major assumptions, capabilities,
and limitations of the model are shown below:

• Hollow spring. The model accurately describes the behavior
of various designs (wide range of pitch and spring index) of
the helical hollow spring with a constant pitch, radius, and
annular cross-section (Figure 1). The model is derived
utilizing the energy method-based stiffness expression for
the hollow spring (Eq. 3). Due to low strains occurring in a
hollow spring during deformation, its material is assumed
linear in the analysis.

• MR fluid. Modeled as a Bingham viscoplastic material
(Figure 3A), MR fluid contributes to the stiffness of the
spring with three components. First, the stiffness of MR
fluid that experiences the shear stress smaller than the
yield stress is calculated as a solid spring using Wahl’s
corrected formula with the shear modulus being equal
to the MR fluid storage modulus. Post-yield MR fluid
contributes to the stiffness with its yield stress and post-
yield plastic viscosity, η, when the spring is in motion
(Figure 3B). The derivation of the model showed that
the viscosity component is negligible due to the small
shear strain rates of MR fluid during spring
deformation. Thus, MR fluid can be accurately
modeled as an ideal plastic material for a MR fluid
filled spring.

FIGURE 1 | Hollow spring geometry.

TABLE 1 | Parameters of the hollow spring.

Symbol Parameter Value

R Mean radius 21 mm
P Pitch (after filling MR fluid) 15 mm
N Number of spring turns 6.5
d0 Outer diameter of annular cross-section 6 mm
di Inner diameter of annular cross-section 5.2 mm
Y Young’s modulus of hollow spring 320 MPaa

] Poisson’s ratio of spring material 0.4

aDetermined from the tensile test of the polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tube used to coil
the hollow spring.

FIGURE 2 | (A) Spring-solenoid system and generated magnetic field,
(B) in-plane magnetic field produced by the solenoid and the cross-section
motion during spring elongation, (C) shear mode of MR fluid operation.
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• Frequency. As the post-yield plastic viscosity, η, of MR fluid
was shown to be negligible, MR fluid material properties
(shear storage modulus, GMRF, and yield stress, τy) are the
only frequency-dependent parameters in the model. Thus,
the model should accurately describe the frequency-
dependent response of a MR fluid filled spring having
reliable values of MR fluid material properties for the
desired range of magnetic field and frequency.

• Amplitude. A helical spring produces small strains during its
oscillations enabling shear storage modulus and yield stress
not to decrease with the spring’s amplitude and stay functions
of applied magnetic field only (Korobko et al., 2019;
Upadhyay and Choi 2021). The model accurately describes
theMR fluid filled spring up to one half of the spring’s relative
deflection. That is possible thanks to a helical spring’s
negligible changes in its geometrical parameters, such as
pitch angle, radius, and number of coils, during
deformation (Morehead 1980). If larger amplitudes are of
interest, the following model modification can be
implemented. Firstly, a solution for a helical spring large
deflection, e.g., (Morehead 1980), can be used to calculate
stiffnesses of the hollow spring (Eq. 3) and pre-yieldMR fluid
(last component in Eq. 1). Secondly, hollow spring material
nonlinearity can be added to Eq. 3 while the post-yield MR
fluid behavior is already taken into account in Eq. 2.

As the spring elongates, MR fluid stress gradually increases
and can reach its yield value, reducing the MR fluid’s stiffness
component, as shown in Figure 3. Pre-yield and post-yield
stiffnesses of MR fluid can be calculated according to Eqs 1, 2,
respectively. It can be noticed that MR fluid stiffness at various
magnetic fields is controlled by its shear storage modulus, GMRF,
while shear yield stress, τy, defines spring deflection at which MR
fluid starts to yield. As it is desired to validate the maximum MR
fluid effect, the spring was tested at the highest MR fluid stiffness.

Therefore, a 0.5 T magnetic field, where the shear storage
modulus flattens to its maximum value of about 3.93 MPa,
was chosen for the experiments and analyses (Eq. 5).

k � kspring + GMRF(B)r4i
4nR3

· ( i2MRF

i2MRF + 0.5
) for rMRF > di/2 (1)

k � kspring + GMRF(B)r4MRF

4nR3
· ( i2MRF

i2MRF + 0.5
) + τ4yR

n(�δtanα)4G3
MRF

for rMRF < di/2p

(2)
kspring � G(1 + v)(1 − ξ4)d4

0

4nR cosα (16R2(v + sec2α) + (1 + ξ2)d2
0(2(1 + v)kn + tan2α)) (3)

rMRF � τy(B)
GMRF(B) ·

R
�δ tan α

(4)

* The last component of Eq. 2 is corrected from the previous
paper (Eq. 37 in (Sikulskyi and Kim 2017))

where kspring is the hollow spring’s stiffness, G � Y/(2(1 + v))
is the shear modulus of the hollow spring, v is the Poisson’s ratio
of the spring material, ξ � di/d0 is the void ratio, α �
tan−1(p/2πR) is the spring pitch angle, kn � ((7 + 6v)(1 + ξ2)2 +
(20 + 12v)ξ2)/(6(1 + v)(1 + ξ2)2) is the shear correction factor,
ri � di/2 is the hollow spring inner radius, iMRF � R/rMRF is the
index of the pre-yield MR fluid core where rMRF is its radius (Eq.
4), �δ � δ/h0 is spring relative deflection, where δ is spring absolute
deflection and h0 � pn is the initial height of the spring helix. For
MRF-132DG, Eqs 5, 6 can be obtained by interpolating discrete
data from the plate-plate magneto rheometer test (Laun, et al.,
2009). As the spring is analyzed in a relatively small range of
frequencies (0–20 Hz), complex modulus can be assumed to be
frequency independent,

FIGURE 3 | (A) Bingham viscoplastic model utilized for MR fluid mechanics in the analytical model of the device; (B) MR fluid stiffness component vs. spring
deflection at various magnetic fields. According to the analytical model (Eqs 1–4), two cross-sections of the spring are illustrated for pre- and post-yield regions with
shear stress distribution and solid (pre-yield) MR fluid shown in red.
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GMRF(B[T]) � −12.01pB2 + 13.86pB + 2.1p10−3[MPa] (5)
τy(B[T]) � −68.09pB3 + 116.7pB2 + 32.17pB[kPa] (6)

where B is magnetic flux density in teslas in MR fluid.
Lastly, to estimate the device’s potential, the MR fluid effect is

maximized through an optimum design of the hollow spring. As
determined, the spring’s cross-sectional void ratio is the primary
factor in controlling MR fluid effect and is constrained by the
spring’s local buckling. Therefore, critical void ratios are found
analytically and through non-linear buckling FEM simulation.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

MR fluid filled spring. Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tube with an
annular cross-section (d0 � 6 mm, di � 5.2 mm) was filled with
fine sand, coiled on a steel 1.5″ tube, and thermoformed in a natural
gravity box furnace. The thermoforming cycle consisted of heating
to 320°C, sintering for an hour, and slow cooling in the furnace.
PTFE material was selected due to its non-magnetic properties and

appropriate Young’s modulus for spring handling and
demonstration of the stiffness change effect. The cleaned spring
was filled with MRF-132DG (viscosity of μ � 0.112 Pa · s, and
density of ρ ≈ 3g/cm3 (LORD 2011)) and locked with polymer
push-to-connect cap fitting on each end of the coiled tube. Custom
T-shape aluminum grips were attached to both sides of the spring
to serve as connections during tensile and dynamic testing and to
limit the spring to 6.5 coil turns (Supplementary Figure S2).
Additionally, the sizing of the T-shape grips was selected such
that their stem parts were shifted to the side by a certain amount. By
doing so, the connected fiberglass extension rods were aligned
during the test to minimize undesired bending in the spring
(Figure 4A). When choosing the MR fluid, MRF-140CG was
also considered as a presumably higher performance material
due to a higher content of solid particles. However, while having
higher yield strength, its modulus is comparable withMRF132-DG,
which does not benefit MR fluid filled spring in terms of variable
stiffness (Susan-Resiga, et al., 2010; Golinelli and Spaggiari 2015).

Solenoid. Gauge 22 copper isolated wire was coiled using a
lathe machine on a 3″ copper tube to avoid magnetization effects

FIGURE 4 | (A) Static test setup with the spring placed inside the solenoid and connected to a tensile machine through non-magnetic extension bars (left side is
transparent to show the spring), (B) static response of MR fluid filled spring (smaller spring deflection range is used to keep the spring within the uniform magnetic field of
the solenoid during the experiment), (C) numerical and analytical estimation of MR fluid force vs. spring deflection.
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during the experiment. The resultant 140 mm length solenoid
had six coil layers and produced a magnetic field with an average
magnetic flux density at a spring location of 0.5 T at 5.9 Amp
applied current. The magnetic flux density was calculated as for
finite solenoid to verify the magnetic field’s sufficient uniformity
during spring static and dynamic elongation (Derby and Olbert
2010). Magnetic permeability of μr � 7 was used for MRF-132DG
in calculations (Simon, et al., 2001).

Static testing. The spring was placed into the tensile machine
AMETEK CS225 Series through non-metallic extension grips to
minimize the magnetic force effect. The solenoid was installed on
a fixture, aligned with the spring inside, and connected to an in-
house-built DC power supply, with the output checked
continuously with a multimeter. The testing was performed at
a 30 mm/min extension rate with a 1 kg load cell. The load cell
readings were zeroed when the magnetic field was applied prior to
each test.

Dynamic testing. The first (natural frequency) test utilized
dynamic shaker kit Modal Exciter 2060E, force sensor PCB
208C01, and miniature, lightweight accelerometer PCB 352A24.
The force sensor was placed between the shaker’s stinger and the
spring connection to measure excitation force. The
accelerometer was glued to the middle spring coil with a
Petro wax adhesive Model 080A109. The sensors’ data was
collected through data acquisition system National
Instrument (NI) DAQ-9174 with modules NI 9260 and NI
9234, and ICP sensor signal conditioners OCB Model
480E09. Shaker’s amplitude-frequency profile was controlled
through a MATLAB/LabVIEW code (Malik 2019). The
frequency was varied from 1 to 20 Hz with the initial
amplitude of 1 mm. In the second (damping) test, the shaker
was controlled by signal generator Kikusui FGA5050 while laser
sensor MTI Instruments DTS-120–40 monitored vibration
amplitude of the spring’s free end at the data recording rate
of 200 Hz. The laser was pointed on a lightweight disk taped to
the bottom spring coil to minimize the influence of spring in-
plane motion on the data recording.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Static Response
A tensile test was performed on the MR fluid filled spring, as
shown in Figure 4A to validate the derived analytical model. The
numerical FEM simulation was carried out in ANSYS. As in the
analytical model, the hollow spring’s material was modeled as
linear elastic and the MR fluid as an ideal plastic material. Due to
its high density, the MR fluid considerably increased the pitch of
the PTFE spring after the filling. The increased pitch was averaged
along the spring and considered in both analytical and numerical
analyses. The magnetic field produced a minor spring extension,
and thus its effect on spring pitch was neglected. Experimental,
analytical, and numerical force-spring deflection responses of the
MR fluid filled spring in its active and passive states are plotted in
Figure 4B.

The experimental results are compared over the spring
deflection range so that the spring elongates within the

uniform magnetic field of the solenoid. As seen, while all
stiffness values are close to each other, there is a slight
deviation (Table 2). The higher stiffness of the in-house
manufactured spring can be attributed to thicker hollow
spring walls within the manufacturing tolerance and an
imperfect annular cross-section of the hollow spring achieved
during the spring coiling. Numerical stiffness is slightly larger
than the analytical result due to the fixed condition on one of the
spring’s ends that restrains the spring’s end rotation, allowing
solver convergence in the simulation. Meanwhile, the MR fluid
stiffness effect is similar across the three analysis methods
(Table 2), validating the derived analytical model within the
pre-yield MR fluid region (Eq. 1). Two conclusions can be drawn
when comparing analytical and numerical results at larger spring
deflections, including the post-yield region (Figure 4C). Firstly,
although the analytical model does not account for geometrical
nonlinearity, it shows a good match with the numerical solution
that accounts for large deflection. This result agrees with the
known feature of helical spring preserving its geometrical
parameters, such as pitch angle, radius, and number of coils,
during deformation (Morehead 1980). Secondly, the FEM
simulation is verified by the analytical results to be used for
further device’s analysis.

3.2 Dynamic Response
As the most popular MR fluid devices’ application is semi-active
vibration control, the MR fluid filled spring’s dynamic
characteristics are of great interest (Wang and Meng 2001;
Carlson and Jolly 2000). First, numerical analysis was
extended to a dynamic response with the PTFE damping
coefficient of g � 0.224 and MRF-132DG damping coefficient
of g � 0.0187 at B � 0.5 T (Fu and Chung 2001). In general,
polymers and MR fluid exhibit viscoelastic effect; however, due
to the relatively small range of tested frequencies, the
viscoelastic damping is simplified to hysteresis, i.e., structural
damping coefficient was used instead of loss factor (Sun et al.,
1995). Thus, the damping coefficient of MRF-132DG was
calculated as the loss factor using the storage modulus (Eq.
5) and estimated loss modulus of G’’

MRF � 73.5 kPa (Laun, et al.,
2009)). A small periodic displacement of 1 mm was applied to a
spring end to plot a transmissibility plot of the MR fluid filled
spring (Figure 5A that shows shifts of both natural frequencies
due to MR fluid stiffening effect. The plot also demonstrates
decreased damping at both modes for the activated MR fluid
state, which happens due to greater MR fluid stiffening than
damping effect at 0.5 T.

Two experiments were performed to validate the effects of MR
fluid on the device’s dynamic performance. In the first test, the

TABLE 2 | Static performance of MR fluid filled spring.

Stiffness (N/m) MR fluid effect, %

B � 0 T B � 0.5 T

Analytical 16.27 17.01 4.61
Experimental 16.86 ± 0.32 17.67 ± 0.27 4.78
Numerical 16.64 17.45 4.87
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MR fluid effect on the spring’s natural frequencies was
investigated by fixing the spring vertically by one end and
exciting through the other end with a dynamic shaker, as
shown in Figure 5B. Next, the spring’s dynamic response in
time domain was converted to the frequency response function
(Figure 5C1) by utilizing MATLAB’s built-in empirical transfer
function estimation (etfe). Unfortunately, the data could not be
used to extract the damping ratio using the half-power method
because the signal output (force sensor) was affected by the
magnetic field. For convenience, the frequency response

function was normalized (Figure 5C2) to demonstrate a
noticeable increase of both first and second natural frequencies
in the presence of the magnetic field. Additionally, few other
peaks appeared when the solenoid was activated. These peaks
represent in-plane spring vibration modes (as observed during
testing and compared with a numerical modal analysis)
magnified by the magnetic field’s small radial component,
which varies axially along the solenoid.

When the experimental results of the first and second modes are
compared with analytical and numerical (Table 3), larger shifts in

FIGURE 5 | (A) Numerically obtained transmissibility plot of the MR fluid filled spring at 0 and 0.5 T magnetic field. (B) First setup for dynamic test (C1) frequency
domain responses for passive and active MR fluid filled spring states, and (C2) the normalized responses.
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natural frequencies in the experiment become evident. Beingmade of
a relatively soft polymer, having a helical shape, and filled with heavy
MR fluid, the spring possesses a fairly low stiffness and natural
frequencies (as shown in Tables 2, 3). Therefore, the gravity effect on
structural vibration should be considered for the correct result. With
the spring oriented vertically and fixed by its top edge in the test, the
gravity effect contributes to the higher experimental natural
frequencies at zero magnetic field but does not explain the larger
frequency shifts (Virgin et al., 2007). As the applied uniformmagnetic
field is an extra downward body force acting on the MR fluid
particles, it applies additional tension in the spring and affects the
spring’s natural frequencies in a similar way to gravity. As such, the
MR fluid filled spring provides an even higher increase in natural
frequency when operated under the uniform aligned magnetic field.

Figure 6B shows the spring amplitude recorded by the laser
displacement sensor during the testing at various magnetic fields.
An apparent vibration amplitude suppression with the increasing
magnetic field (Figure 6C) validates the MR fluid filled spring

damping capability. The magnitude of the damping, however,
was somewhat higher than expected. As the hollow spring
material (PFTE) has a structural damping coefficient of about
0.224 (Fu and Chung 2001), a considerable loss modulus is
needed for MR fluid to noticeably contribute to the device’s
damping. Based on the MR fluid viscoelastic properties used in
this analysis, the storage modulus accurately describes the change
in device stiffness, but the loss modulus is insufficient to produce
the demonstrated damping (Laun et al., 2009). While some
studies report a frequency and magnetic field dependent loss
modulus of MR fluid that could cause substantial damping (Naji
et al., 2016), most reports within the literature share relatively low
values of loss modulus and loss factor of MR fluid, particularly
MRF-132DG (Sun et al., 2003; Shah and Choi 2014; Li et al.,
1999). Therefore, this work argues that the specific direction of
the magnetic field (in-plane with the spring’s cross-sections)
aligns MR fluid particles’ chains in such a way as to facilitate
energy dissipation.

TABLE 3 | Natural frequency shift due to MR fluid effect.

1st mode (Hz) 2nd mode (Hz)

B � 0 T B � 0.5 T MR fluid
effect, %

B � 0 T B � 0.5 T MR fluid
effect, %

Analyticala 3.857 3.943 2.25 11.57 11.83 2.25
Experimental 4.0 4.25 6.25 11.82 12.33 4.31
Numerical 3.906 4.008 2.61 11.52 11.87 3.04

aCalculated as for a spring-mass system (no gravity effect) with the spring’smassm and concentrated tip massM such that m “M to accurately account for the spring’s effectivemass (Mei
et al., 2017).

FIGURE 6 | (A) Second setup for damping test, (B)MR fluid spring’s vibration amplitude as recorded at various magnetic fields (at which MRF-132DG viscoelastic
properties were measured in the reference paper (Laun et al., 2009)), and (C) peak-to-peak amplitude plotted as a function of the magnetic field.
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3.3 Design Optimization
Maximizing the performance of novel devices through design
optimization is essential for their further development. The
analytical model suggests that to increase the MR fluid effect, a
smaller shear modulus of the springmaterial and a larger void ratio
of the annular cross-section must be used. However, such changes
of these two hollow spring parameters decrease its buckling load,
which becomes the major limitation in choosing the spring’s
appropriate material and void ratio. Hence, the stability of the
MR fluid filled spring should be investigated. The worst-case
scenario for the MR fluid filled spring buckling would be when
MR fluid is in the passive state and has the lowest mechanical
properties. Nevertheless, the empty hollow spring is considered in
the buckling analysis for conservative results.

Two local buckling modes are typically considered for the
hollow spring, i.e., torsional wall buckling and spring wall
wrinkling under bending load (Spinella and Dragoni 2010).
The latter mode often appears as a stricter constraint during
spring coiling and a much softer constraint during spring
operation. Therefore, if a spring manufacturing technique does
not involve large deformation, wall wrinkling can be neglected in
the buckling analysis. The local torsional stability can be
presented with Eqs 7–9 (Spinella and Dragoni 2010),

τcr ≥ τop · nτ (7)

τcr � 4G(1 + v)
3(1 − v2)3/4 · (

1 − ξ

1 + ξ
)

3/2

(8)

τop � 8Fop

π
· i

d2
0(1 − ξ4) · [

4i − 1 − ξ2

4i − 4
+ 1
i
· (1 + 2v) + ξ2(3 + 2v)

2(1 + v) ]
(9)

where τcr is the critical shear stress, nτ is a safety factor for the
spring local shear instability, i � D/d0 is a spring index, τop and

Fop are maximum shear stress and force the spring can experience
in operation, respectively. Considering that the operational loads
and a safety factor are typically chosen based on the spring
application, for the present analysis, the safety factor was
chosen to be nτ � 2 and operational force was calculated as
Fop � δ · kspring, assuming a relative deflection of �δ � 0.4.

Figure 7A shows operational and critical forces as functions of
the hollow spring’s void ratio and Young’s modulus. The
intersection between the critical and operational force surfaces
represents the critical spring design parameters. As seen, the
critical void ratio is 0.924 and is independent of the elastic
modulus of the hollow spring. This result agrees with the
linear dependency of the analytical expressions of both
spring’s critical force and stiffness with Young’s modulus.

However, Eq. 8 is Timoshenko’s formula which describes the
local buckling of a thin-walled cylindrical shell (Timoshenko and
Gere 1963). To omit the thin-walled structural analysis assumptions
and consider the spring’s helical shape and large deflection, a non-
linear buckling FEM simulation was carried out. As the results show
(Figure 7B), the hollow spring’s final numerical buckling loads are
greater than analytical, resulting in the critical void ratio of 0.934
versus the analytical value of 0.924. In addition, the buckling analysis
showed that the spring index and pitch angle have a secondary effect
on the critical void ratio. Particularly, as the spring’s index decreases
or the pitch angle increases, the critical void ratio slightly reduces. In
the present work, the spring’s index is on the lower side while the
pitch angle has a moderate value; therefore, a spring with more
common values for both parameters would have an even higher MR
fluid effect.

Lastly, using the validated analytical model, the MR fluid filled
spring’s static performance was estimated for hollow spring made
of various materials. It is represented in terms of the MR fluid
stiffness effect for the hollow spring with the maximum void ratio
of 0.934 and made of various soft polymers (Figure 8A. As

FIGURE 7 | Analytical (A1) operational and (A2) critical forces for hollow springs with different void ratios andmaterial Young’s moduli. Critical stress was converted
to critical force using Eq. 9 and compared with the operational force for a direct correlation with the numerical analysis (B1) Analytical operational and (B2) numerical
buckling critical forces of the hollow spring designs. The critical force surface is interpolated from discrete values of the critical force determined numerically for several
Young’s moduli Y � [0.1, 0.5,1, 2]GPa and void ratios ξ � [0.8,0.86, 0.92, 0.98]. In both analyses, the operational force is calculated for a relative spring deflection
of �δ � 0.4 considering the safety factor of nτ � 2. (C) Torsional wall buckling mode of the hollow spring as observed in the numerical non-linear FEM analysis.
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shown, the optimized void ratio increases PTFE hollow spring’s
MR fluid effect from 4.61 to 11.37%, while values up to 28% are
reachable for hollow springs made of soft polymer materials like
LDPE. It is worth noting that the critical void ratio was found for
the arbitrarily selected value of relative spring deflection of 0.4.
Thus, finding critical void ratios and corresponding MR fluid
stiffness effects for different spring relative deflections is an
important design consideration. Critical void ratios were
determined by comparing the operational force (Figure 7B1),
adjusted for each new value of spring relative deflection, with the
critical force (Figure 7B2). The MR fluid stiffening effect and
critical void ratio of the spring are shown for different spring
relative deflections in Figure 8B. The graph suggests that even
with a hollow spring made of relatively stiff polymer (PTFE), the
device can possess variable stiffness of up to 30% if operational
spring relative deflection is less than 0.1 (10%).

The analysis demonstrated the variable stiffness and damping
properties of the MR fluid filled spring device. Spring design
optimization can lead to a considerable controllable MR fluid
effect making the device practical. Nevertheless, spring design
optimization is mainly driven by minimizing the wall thickness,
which complicates the fabrication and handling of the spring.
Moreover, sinceMR fluid research is not focused on improving its
modulus, further performance enhancement of MR fluid filled
spring from a material point of view is limited. Thus, further
device development is seen in utilizing magnetorheological
elastomer (MRE) instead of MR fluid. Being a solid material
in a passive state, MRE will resist buckling of the hollow spring,
prevent oil leakage, ease device handling, and potentially enable
device additive manufacturing (Böse et al., 2021; Park et al.,
2022). A higher range of controllable modulus and research
interest to improve this material property will enhance the
variable stiffness of the device. In addition, existing validated
analytical model for solid biomaterial helical spring can directly
be applied for static modeling of MRE filled spring (Dragoni and

Bagaria 2011; Dragoni and Bagaria 2013). However, the dynamic
properties of such a device would still require further
investigation.

4 CONCLUSION

The main objectives of this work were validating the
derived analytical model, unveiling spring capabilities, and
estimating the MR fluid filled spring’s potential performance.
Experimental analysis of stiffness variation due to the MR
fluid effect validated the analytical model. FEM simulation
that utilized the ideal plastic material model of MR fluid was
verified by the static analytical result and assisted in the
further analysis of the device. In dynamic testing, the MR
fluid filled spring’s capabilities to shift resonance frequencies
and improve damping characteristics were demonstrated.
The former improvement showed higher than expected
performances, which was explained by the specifics of the
utilized unidirectional magnetic field. Finally, the buckling
analysis was performed on a hollow spring to determine its
critical void ratio and maximize MR fluid effect. An analytical
approach and non-linear FEM simulation were employed
for this task, with the latter showing the higher value of the
critical void ratio while considering the hollow spring’s large
deflections and helical shape features. The performance
estimation showed that the variable stiffness of the MR fluid
filled spring can reach about 30% for different combinations of
hollow spring materials and operational conditions (relative
deflections). Similar to the demonstrated increase in dynamic
performance of the tested spring, the authors believe that the
optimized spring is expected to improve its dynamic
performance even more than the increase in the stiffness
effect. Lastly, utilization of MRE was foreseen as the next
stage of the device’s development.

FIGURE 8 | (A)MR fluid stiffness effect for a spring with the optimized void ratio ξ � 0.934 (considering a relative spring deflection of �δ � 0.4 and the safety factor of
nτ � 2 for the operational force) and various materials Young’s moduli at the magnetic field of B � 0.5 T. The bars with abbreviations indicate typical modulus ranges of
these polymers. (B)MR fluid stiffness effect and critical void ratios for different spring relative deflections (considering a PTFE hollow spring material (Y � 320 MPa) and
the safety factor of nτ � 2) at the magnetic field of B � 0.5 T.
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